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2020 Gala to Honor Judy Yambra and Evelyn Reichenthal for Outstnding Community Service

C

ome celebrate as Seven Acres Jewish Senior Care
Services prepares to enter the next decade of caring
for our seniors at the Roaring into the 20s gala to take
place on Saturday evening, February 8, 2020. On that
evening, two distinguished community leaders, former
Board President Judy Yambra and longtime volunteer
Evelyn Reichenthal, will be honored with the Joyce
Proler Schechter Spirit of Life Award for their devotion
to the Home and its residents. The gala will be an
unforgettable evening where guests will celebrate with
great food, drink, and a magnificent silent auction, as
well as dancing to the sounds of the Richard Brown
Orchestra.
Board of Trustees members David Stein and his wife,
Andrea, and Max Reichenthal and his wife, Susan,
will co-chair Roaring in to the 20s. Honorary Chairs
are Martha and Donald Freedman and Gail and Gary
Swartz.

Evelyn Reichenthal
Longtime community leader and
native Houstonian Evelyn Reichenthal
has devoted her life to working for
causes dear to her heart. She grew
up in a family that supported many
Jewish organizations that include the
United Orthodox Synagogues, (they
originally belonged to Adath Emeth)
the Hebrew Academy (now Robert
M. Beren Academy) and Israel Bonds.

“We are proud to be honoring Judy Yambra and Evelyn
Reichenthal this year for their long-term community
service and devotion to our residents,” remarked Seven
Acres CEO Malcolm Slatko. “As we embark on our
77th year of service to the elderly and elder disabled
of the Texas Gulf coast Seven Acres remains deeply
committed to providing compassionate, professional
care, regardless of one’s ability to pay. Proceeds from
the gala will directly benefit our residents.”
“The Spirit of Life Award celebrates and recognizes
long-term community service,” remarked Brad Rauch,
President of Seven Acres Board of Trustees. “Judy
and Evelyn continue to demonstrate extraordinary
commitment and serve as role models to our community.
They have both given so generously of themselves to
Seven Acres and its residents over the years, and now it
is our turn to show them our appreciation for all of their
efforts.”

Judy Yambra
Judy Yambra recently completed
two terms as Seven Acres’ 29th
President from 2016 through
2018. She has served as an officer
and member of the Seven Acres
Board of Trustees for the past ten
years during which time she
co-chaired two annual galas
and two gala auctions with her
husband, Ronnie.

At the young age of thirteen, she joined Junior Hadassah Judy has been a lifelong supporter of Hadassah. She
and Junior Mizrahi Women’s Organization of America. served as President of the Emma Lazarus Group and
She also joined B’nai Brith Women at an early age. But held the office of President of the Houston Chapter of
Hadassah from 1999-2000. She has
Mizrahi, which is now called AMIT,
also served on the board of Camp
has always been her passion. Evelyn
“Judy and Evelyn have both
Young Judaea in Wimberly.
has worked tirelessly to raise funds
given so generously of
and awareness of the educational
themselves to Seven Acres
As an active member of Congregation
needs of children in Israel. “I never
and its residents over the
Beth Yeshurun she served on
took an office or executive position
years, and now it is our turn to
the Board and as President in
with AMIT,” she remarked. “I prefer
show them our appreciation
2006-2007. She has continued
to be a worker, raising funds for
for all of their efforts.”
her leadership involvement there
them. It is an amazing organization
serving on the Board of the Beth
that takes care of children in Israel
-Seven Acres President
Yeshurun Day School, and chairing
better than any other.”
Bradley Rauch
continued on page 16

continued on page 16
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Sadie Levitch Brunch Honors Devoted Volunteers

T

his year Seven Acres’ 34th Annual Volunteer
Auxiliary Sadie Levitch Memorial Educational
Workshop took place on Thursday, November 14th
and included a gourmet brunch. The Volunteers
welcomed Executive Coach and Leadership Trainer
Lauren Kaufman Blachman who addressed “Finding
your Voice: How to Influence Others”.
The workshop was originally founded by Ms.
Levitch, of blessed memory, who was a Volunteer Left to right: Jill Newman, Barbara Paull, Lauren Blachman, Marilyn Hassid,
Auxiliary President and longtime devoted volunteer. Ann Abramczyk and Marsha Cayton.
“Our deepest appreciation to Sadie’s daughters,
Marilyn Hassid and Barbara Paull, for underwiritng
this workshop and continuing the tradition of their
mother, Sadie Levitch, who served as President of
the Volunteer Auxiliary from 1970-1972,” remarked
Auxiliary President Ann Abramczyk.
Lauren Blachman started Kaufman Blachman
Consulting twenty years ago to help individuals,
teams and companies enhance their performance
through coaching and training programs that target Left to right: Sylvia Walker, Shirley Rosenthal, Lucille Golden, Jerry Finkelstein,
their overall goals and objectives. Ms. Blachman Loraine Finkelstein, and Harry Greenman.
sees community service as an important component of her
life. She is a devoted volunteer who is currently the President
of the Board of Trustees of the ERJCC.

Representing The Medallion are Jennifer Barnes, Life Enrichment
Director, Sunita Parambil (arts and crafts), Gayle Nesom (helps
with voting and elections), and Susan Herman (knitting club and
Mah Jongg).

Ms. Blachman went on to speak about how to communicate
in a way that does not pressure the other person but enables
them to “buy in” to what you are suggesting they do. What is
the right mode of communication and how to transfer one’s
passion to others? These questions were followed by several
team exercises which better illustrated Ms. Blachman’s
objectives for the workshop. The exercises were followed
by a lively question and answer period.
“I am sure that our volunteers have gained insight and
information on finding your voice and learning how to
influence others,” remarked Jill Newman, Director of Life
Enrichment and Volunteer Services at the conclusion of the
program. “The purpose of the Sadie Levitch Educational
Workshop is to give something to the volunteers that they
can take with them in their personal life as well as in their
roles as volunteers.”

Become a Seven Acres Volunteer Today!

Left to right: Ellen Reichenthal, 2020 Joyce Proler Schechter Spirit of Life
honoree Evelyn Reichenthal, Lauren Blachman and Carolyn Goggin.
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Seven Acres always welcomes newcomers to join the
Volunteer Auxiliary. If you are interested in volunteer
opportunities at Seven Acres or The Medallion to
please call Jill Newman at 713-778-5782 or email her at
jnewman@sevenacres.org.

Seven Acres and The Medallion Honor All Veterans

Seven Acres and The Medallion veterans, members of the Jewish War Veterans Levy Post 574, Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee, Vicky
and Michael Richker, Brad Rauch, and Malcolm Slatko participated in the Veterans Day program.

R

esidents of Seven Acres Jewish Senior Care Services
and The Medallion who served in the armed forces of
the United States and other countries were honored in a
special Veterans Day flag ceremony on Sunday, November 10
conducted by members of the Jewish War Veterans HoustonLevy Post 574. The Veterans Day program included a patriotic
concert presented by the Gulf Coast Concert Band. The event
was hosted by Seven Acres long time supporters Vicky and
Michael Richker.
The flag ceremony began as Post Commander Jack
Schlossberg led the veterans, residents and their guests
with a presentation of colors that included the “Pledge of
Allegiance”. The singing of the “Star Spangled Banner” was
led by Michael Richker before Commander Schlossberg
welcomed everyone, remarking, “The members of Jewish
War Veterans Houston-Levy Post 574 wish to thank Seven
Acres for inviting us to attend and participate in the flag
ceremony today. We owe all of the veterans a debt of
gratitude for their courage and heroism, their love of country,
and their love of service.”
The flagpole ceremony was also attended by Congresswoman
Sheila Jackson Lee who brought the veterans a congressional
proclamation and a commemorative flag that had flown over
the U.S. capitol On November 7. “We owe a debt to all of our
veterans for their bravery and sacrifices beyond description,”
Ms. Jackson Lee remarked.
Mr. Schlossberg then recognized the residents who are
veterans of World War II, Post-War, the Korean War, and
the Vietnam War and named their branch of service. This
includes several veterans who served in the armed services

of countries other than the United States. Seven Acres
veterans are: Norman Blau, Navy Seaman 1st class gunners
mate in Borneo, New Guinea, India, Egypt and the Philippines
during World War II; Martin Blumert, U.S. Army in Japan for
18 months; Robert Byers, U.S. Army stationed in Virginia;
Stewart Chatkin, U.S. Navy 2nd class for three years; Robert
Cohn, Navy Petty Officer 3rd class; Eugene Cole, Army; John
Heck, Army National Guard for six years in New Orleans;
Frances Martin, U.S. Air Force as an E1 Medical assistant/
LVN in Texas and Mississippi; Edward Mayo, Marine Corps;
Louis Moskowitz, Air Force for seven years in the U.S. and
Europe; Ellis Rushefsky, Air Force Captain in Waco, TX and
Mississippi; Connie Sekaly, Inspector of Naval Material, San
Diego; Fred Tyser, Army Air Corps, as an aviation cadet in the
U.S. for 3 ½ years.
The Medallion veterans are: Hyman Grover, Canadian Armed
Forces; Sabine Marshall, Army, quartermaster in Germany;
Ben Patel, Navy Seaman 3rd class, 1951-56; Ted Powers, Army
1955-57; Arnold Rosenzweig, U.S. Army reserves; John Seale,
Major, Air Force pilot for B-17’s from 1941-1951; Shirley
Shoifet: Cadet Nurse Corps and VA Hospital in Connecticut;
Leonard Tatar, Army Reservist PFC, Fort Sam Houston.
Seven Acres President Brad Rauch greeted everyone before
the concert. “It is my pleasure to welcome you all here
today,” he remarked. “We are so appreciative to Vicky and
Michael Richker who are, once again, underwriting this
major program at Seven Acres and The Medallion, honoring
our veterans. We would also like to thank the Jewish War
Veterans from Post 574 for coming every year to conduct the
flag ceremony for our veterans and their families.”
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Seven Acres Provides Medical Education for Seniors and their Loved Ones

OUR COMMUNITY’S EXPERTS IN AGING
Seven Acres views that part of its fundamental mission is to inform the community on issues of aging, in addition to its professional
care giving role. The Sentinel newsletter is pleased to present its “Experts in Aging” series of articles written by local medical and legal
professionals who specialize in the care of the elderly in the community. The following is the fifth article in this series.

Living Well with Parkinsons Disease
Life shifts the moment a Parkinson’s diagnosis is
given. For some it is a relief to finally have an answer.
For others, it is a real blow – totally unexpected and
incredibly hard news to take. In either case, life going
forward is likely very different.

by Kathleen Crist, LMSW

Communication is Key: Make sure your voice is heard.
Let others know what is helpful and what isn’t.

Build your Team: Create a health care network that
addresses the complex and dynamic range of symptoms
PD brings. Your team should extend beyond your
Each person processes a new diagnosis in their own medical care to include friends, family, social groups,
way. There are people who face it head on and want to local support organizations, congregation members, etc.
learn and do all they can. Other people cope by taking a
break – burying their head in other things and continue Be an Advocate: For you! Learn, listen, and speak up
living life as though nothing has changed. Sooner rather for yourself so that you maintain an active role as a
than later, people recognize that Parkinson’s disease participant in your own care and decisions.
(PD) isn’t going to go away and how you cope with PD
Maintain Independence: Stay engaged. Make necessary
can dictate how you “live” with it.
home or environmental modifications so you can
What can a person do to live well with PD? This is by continue to safely do the things you enjoy.
no means an exhaustive list, rather an abbreviated list
of some positive and proactive approaches to disease Get Involved: This will be different for each person,
management that might be considered. Much of this but could include participating in research, being an
unites aspects of the concept of self-efficacy – the advocate, joining a group, or trying new things.
belief that one can achieve influence over conditions
that affect one’s life. This impacts how we think, Exercise: It is neuroprotective, it is restorative, and
how we feel, and how we behave. Advantages of in many cases, it improves symptoms. Additionally,
self-efficacy include resilience in adverse situations, exercise is important for maintaining general health.
tenacity when confronted with challenges, enhanced
feelings of personal well-being, improved confidence, Recognize Grief: With PD comes loss. With loss, comes
and willingness to take risks. Here are a few concepts grief and we tend to underestimate the grief that
accompanies a Parkinson’s diagnosis. The loss may be
to consider:
subtle or more extreme and may be associated with
Knowledge is Power: Learn what you can about a change in self-identity, loss of mobility, change in
Parkinson’s from legitimate sources, but in moderation relationships, or early retirement.
pacing yourself so that you can avoid becoming
overwhelmed.
Kathleen Crist,LMSW, is the Executive Director of the Houston Area Parkinson Society (HAPS).
The information contained in this article is the opinion of the author and not Seven Acres. It does not constitute legal advice and should
not be taken as such.
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ElderAge Houston Lecture Offered Insight to Living with Parkinson’s Disease

T

he ElderAge Houston lecture series,
hosted by Seven Acres Jewish Senior
Care Services and jointly presented by
the Houston Area Parkinson Society
(HAPS), was enthusiastically received by
the community this fall. On Thursday
evening, October 17, the Seven Acres
auditorium was filled with people whose
lives are impacted by Parkinson’s disease.
The lecture was underwritten by Barbara
and Barry Lewis and family through Seven
Acres’ Lou Lewis Scholarship and Education
Fund. This year marked the sixth annual
ElderAge Houston lecture. Seven Acres
CEO Malcolm Slatko praised the success
of the lectures and remarked, “We want
to express our deep appreciation to the
Lewis family, whose belief that a series
such as this reflects Seven Acres’ ongoing
mission of education and service.”

Left to right: Gabrielle Langley, LCSW, Seven Acres Social Worker, CEO Malcolm
Slatko, Seven Acres President Brad Rauch and HAPS CEO Kathleen Crist, LMSW.

Guest speaker was Kathleen Crist, LMSW, Executive
Director of the Houston Area Parkinson Society (HAPS).
She was introduced by Seven Acres Social Worker
Gabrielle Langley, who coordinated the evening.
“Kathleen Crist has worked at HAPS since 2002 and is
known in the medical community as the go-to person
for information on living with Parkinson’s disease,”
she began. “During her time at HAPS, Kathleen has
been responsible for creating and implementing many
service initiatives and educational programs as well as
innovative programs such as dance, in partnership with
Houston Ballet, tango, boxing and enrichment classes,
as well as many support groups in the Houston area.”
The lecture was entitled “Learning to LIVE with
Parkinson’s.” After giving a broad overview on Parkinson’s
disease, Ms. Crist addressed strategies and interventions
on how to best manage symptoms and how to live
stronger and happier lives for as long as possible. “It is
imperative that Parkinson’s patients maintain a team
of medical professionals,” she remarked. “It is a good
idea to get a second medical opinion, a well as taking
advantage of exercise options, rehabilitation therapies
such as speech, occupational and physical, nutritionists

and mental health professionals. A health network that
includes a medical team that includes a movement
disorder specialist and personal support from family,
friends and the community is also important.”
The question and answer period offered an opportunity
for guests to get their personal questions addressed.
Ms. Crist fielded questions from the audience about
a variety of subjects such as “Is Parkinson’s a genetic
disease?” and “Is CBD oil helpful for managing
Parkinson’s symptoms?” Ms. Crist explained that so
much about this disease is still unknown that only now
is research being undertaken that would help to answer
these questions.
She was also asked, “Is it better to try to care for a
Parkinson’s patient at home or in a nursing home?”
She responded by explaining that for medication
management, no one size fits all and it is critical for
medications to be administered by a caregiver at
precisely the same time of the day. Families need to
take that into consideration when determining what is
the best living option for the patient.
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a symbol of distinction
Jewish Holidays Celebrated with
Area Students
The Robert M. Beren Academy High School students
made the Sukkot holiday special when they came
to make decorations to hang in the Sukkah. On a
beautiful Fall morning they met The Medallion
residents out of doors to decorate old CD’s with
sequins, rhinestones and beads - anything that
sparkled.
Torah Day School students came twice. The first
visit was a workshop to make round challahs. The
second visit was to perform the mitzvah of helping Shirley Tudzin, Maria Leon and Rita Danziger had a great time making round
the residents to say the blessing over the etrog and challahs with Torah Day School students Kayla Kupfer, Chana Fishman, and
Malkie Kaufmann.
lulav for Sukkot.

Torah Day School students Mihal Camhi, Malkie Kaufman
and Chana Fishman helped Phoebe Brown shake the
lulav and etrog during Sukkot.

Resident Sara Simon enjoyed decorating CD’s as decorations for the Sukkah
with the Beren Academy students Molly Goldstein and Rina Yanowitz.

Residents’ Council Officers for 2020 Installed
With a new year on the horizon, the Medallion residents
are busy making plans for the future. The most recent
Medallion Residents’ Council meeting included an
installation of officers for the coming year and a big
thank you to the outgoing officers from 2019. The new
President of the Residents’ Council is Dale Robinson and
Ben Patel is Vice President.
Left to right: Stephanie Barrocas, Director of Marketing for
The Medallion, incoming President Dale Robinson, outgoing
President Barbara Mishael, incoming Vice-President Ben Patel,
and Annette Betz, Executive Director of The Medallion.
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in assisted living

Medallion Executive Director Annette Betz (left) joined the residents in the grand re-opening of the Medallion pool. Left to right,
seated: Annette Betz, Shirley Cooper, Barbara Mishael, Lilli Sigel, Sara Simon, Leona Kuper and Evelyn Berkowitz. In the pool are Dale
Robinson and Wellness Coordinator Althea Scott.

Residents Rejoice at Pool Re-opening
After thirteen years of constant use, the therapy pool at The
Medallion needed some tender loving care. “The pool needed
a facelift, an upgrade so to speak,” remarked Althea Scott,
Wellness Coordinator at the Medallion. “It needed a new floor
and the pool room needed new windows. It was closed for
three months during the renovation, but we are now back in

business.” In October, the staff and residents celebrated with a
grand re-opening party complete with tropical refreshments,
decorations, sunglasses, sun hats and blow up pool toys. The
pool is available for all residents as one of the many amenities
offered at the Medallion. “I am so appreciative of the
opportunity to provide water therapy for our residents.”
Rabbi Zaiman
with her “Forever
Letter” workshop
participants,
left to right:
Evelyn Berkowitz,
Phoebe Brown,
Rita Danziger, Rae
Sampson, Rabbi
Zaiman, Florence
Weitzner, Barbara
Mishael, and Jo
Ann Earnest.

Scholar-in-Residence Workshop: “The Forever Letter”
The Medallion residents welcomed Rabbi Elana Zaiman to hold
a workshop based on her book entitled “The Forever Letter”. A
Forever Letter is a way to deepen and uplift relationships that
matter to us most. In the letters, people can express gratitude,

support and love. They are often written from parents to children,
children to parents, friends and spouses to one another. The
workshop was an extension of an outreach program from Beth
Yeshurun where Rabbi Zaiman was visiting scholar-in-residence.
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Residents Celebrated a Festive Sukkot and Simch

T

he traditional celebration of Sukkot at Seven Acres and The Medallion has
always been a time for the residents to thank those who help to organize and
run the religious services throughout the year. Every year Seven Acres’ Sukkot
luncheon welcomes the religious committee volunteers and those residents who
regularly participate in services to enjoy a holiday meal together. President of
the Residents Club Bob Altshuler addressed the group by saying, “The residents
look forward to enjoying our luncheon in the sukkah and saying thank you to the
volunteers who do so much to make our daily minyans and High Holiday services
possible. We appreciate all that you do for the residents during the holidays and
throughout the year.”
Rabbi Avigayl Young, who leads the holiday services, also addressed those in
attendance. “What makes a Jewish Home, Jewish?” she asked. “People like
you, members of the community who come here to pray every day, especially
on shabbat and the holidays, make Seven Acres a Jewish home for our residents.
All of you volunteers make it possible for our residents to enjoy these wonderful
services.”
The Chabad Outreach Sukkah Mobile arrived after the luncheon and invited
residents and guests to come outdoors to say the blessing over the lulav and
etrog. A large group came outside to see the sukkah mobile and anyone who
was able, climbed up into the converted truck to say the blessings under the
mobile sukkah.
On Sunday afternoon of the holiday, the Shirley and Bruce Stein family continued
their tradition of hosting a Sukkot party for the residents. With musical
entertainment provided by the Kosher Klezmer Band, a packed auditorium of
residents and their guests danced, and clapped along to the old world and Israeli
music. Guests, staff and residents gathered near the stage to take part in a lively
hora which made the afternoon more festive.
Bruce Stein greeted the crowd. “Seven Acres means so much to my family and me.
I enjoy coming here every year for this holiday and I love seeing your happy faces as
you enjoy our Sukkot party.”
Top: Rabbi Mendy
Traxler helps Bill
Shlensky with the
lulav and etrog.
Middle: Bruce
Stein with Sarah
Kleinman and
Rae Sampson.
Bottom, left: The
Chabad Outreach
Sukkah Mobile
arrived after the
luncheon and
invited residents
a n d g u e st s to
come outdoors to
say the blessing
over the Lulav and
Etrog.
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Simchat Torah at Seven Acres and The Medallion

Celebrations

Left to right: Bobby Livitz, Rabbi Bernard Rich, Rabbi Avigayl Young and David Arnold.

S

ukkot services were held in the Seven Acres chapel on the first two days of the holiday
and held at the end of the holiday for Shemini Atzeret and Simchat Torah. All holiday
services were followed by a lovely kiddush.
The Seven Acres chapel was a lively place during the celebration of Simchat Torah. The
service was led by Rabbi Avigayl Young with assistance from volunteer Bobby Livitz.
Each resident or guest had the opportunity to carry one of the four Seven Acres Torahs
around the room. Residents who do not usually use wheelchairs were encouraged to
sit in one so that they could better hold the Torah on their lap as a volunteer wheeled
them around so that others could kiss the Torah.
Special recognition was given to two volunteers who have done so much to help with
services in the past few years. Medallion resident Rabbi Bernard Rich stepped forward
after the Harvey storm to help lead services at The Medallion while the Seven Acres
chapel was undergoing repairs. He continues to help out at holiday services in the chapel.
Bobby Livitz has been a volunteer at the daily minyan for more years than anyone can
count. He now sits on Seven Acres Board of Trustees as Chairman of the Religious
Committee. Rabbi Young chose to honor both men with the final aliyot for their devotion
to the Seven Acres religious services.

Volunteer David Arnold helped resident
Norman Blau to hold the Torah as he
escorted him around the chapel.

Following services, residents and guests were treated to the traditional Goldstaub kiddish
lunch which was originally established by volunteers Lorraine, z”l, and Ralph Goldstaub,
z”l. Many years ago, the Goldstaubs would come to Seven Acres and prepare the kiddish
meal using Lorraine’s favorite recipes. To this day, the dietary staff follow her recipes and
instructions when preparing the meal.
Guests and volunteers from the community are always welcome to join the residents
and attend holiday and daily services at Seven Acres which take place every morning at
8:45 am, seven days a week, 365 days a year.
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Seven Acres Funds and Tributes
ANNETTE AND DAN
GORDON EVERLASTING
CARE FUND
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY TO

Barbara and Raymond Kalmans
Annette and Dan Gordon

We Thank
You for Your
Generosity!

BENJAMIN O. LEFF
RELIGIOUS HOLIDAY FUND
IN HONOR OF

Julia Miller
Amy Harris
Jenna’s Bat Mitzvah
Judy and Jon Harris
Brandon
Judy and Jon Harris

IN MEMORY OF

Abe Friedman
Alicia Leff and Stephen Shanfield

Tribute Gifts
received after
October 31, 2019
will be
acknowledged
in our next
publication.

GRATEFUL FAMILIES
IN MEMORY OF

Marcia Hunter
Martha and Larry Watson

JO CAPITO FUND

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

Rosalind Kalmans
Pam and Byron Capito

IN HONOR OF

Larry Wadler
Pam and Byron Capito

IN MEMORY OF

Pauline Katz
Pam and Byron Capito

MINNIE Z. AND WALTER T.
JONES ARTS & CRAFT FUND
IN MEMORY OF

For your
convenience, you
may make your
tribute online at
www.sevenacres.org.

Sophie and Joe Nussenblatt
Eva and Mike Loeb

SUE CORORVE FAMILY
GRANDPARENTS’ DAY

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY TO
Sharon and Mike Brier
Judy and Mike Weingart

IN MEMORY OF

Sue Cororve
Linda and Michael Eisenmann
Jeremy and Michelle Fingeret
Melody and Lauri Laufman

WINTERS-FREED CANTORS
CONCERT
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

Danny Brener
Nancy and Richard Freed

GENERAL FUND

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY TO

Punkin and Walter Hecht
Kathy and Tim Knott
Barbara and Raymond Kalmans
Cindy and Ron Eagle
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Lara and Phillip Ladin
Lynn and Jerry Yellen
Marlene and Norman Rosenthal
Lynn and Jerry Yellen
Frank and Irene Shaw
Sandra and Joe Kirk

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO

Stewart Baker
Kaki and Larry Buck
Danny Brener
Linda and Michael Eisenmann
Ellen and Efrain Safier
Carol and Eric Samet
Linda and Michael Shabot
Marty Buck
Kaki and Larry Buck
Avril Danziger
Kaki and Larry Buck
Carole Feld
Kaki and Larry Buck
Maynard Gimble
Kaki and Larry Buck
Barbara and Raymond Kalmans
Ann Plantowsky
Myron Marks
Kaki and Larry Buck
Barbara Miller
Victor Shainock
David Mincberg
Kaki and Larry Buck
Alan Rauch
Renee Gerber
Ina Perlman
Morton Seline
Kaki and Larry Buck
Irene and Frank Shaw
DONUM2 FOUNDATION
Shirley Shoifet
Laura and Wayne Yaffee
Liz Weingarten
Jennie Karotkin
Miles Wertheimer
Barbara and Stuart Aaron
Sharla Wertheimer
Barbara and Stuart Aaron

IN HONOR OF

Marsha Cayton
Lynn and Jerry Yellen
Karen and Buster Freedman
Leslie and Malcolm Slatko
Mindy Rosenman Mitzner
Caren and Gene Fritts
Jill Newman and
the Seven Acres Staff
Renee and Yuval Raizen
Malcolm Slatko
Joy and Joseph Kaplan
Lynn and Jerry Yellen
The Stein Family
Ann Plantowsky
Judy Yambra
Carol and Eric Samet

IN MEMORY OF

Beverly Barg
Karen and Buster Freedman
Beverly Jayne Levin Beck
Linda and Ira Berkowitz
Bonnie Gordon Cohen
Sandy Ostrosky
Myrna and Sheldon Zwickel
Chana Chaya Cohen
Lynn and Jerry Yellen
James Falick
Kaki and Larry Buck
Jennie Karotkin
Sally and Charles Roberts
Victor Shainock
Eleanor and Jon Totz
Marsha Wallace
Carol and Michael Wilk
Ann Fastow
Janice and Ed Fastow
Sally Politzer Fuchs
Bonnie and Gary Blumberg
Rita Blumenfeld
Beverly Borden
Kaki and Larry Buck
Karen and Buster Freedman
The Grippaldi Family
Suzanne and Peter Josef
Ginger Kaplan
Teresa and Jeffrey Kaplan
Diane and Ronnie Lepow
Dorothy Levinson
Jack O’Neill
Ann Plantowsky
Patricia and Mark Rauch
Rose Sandler
Shara Fryer and Barry Silverman
Leslie and Malcolm Slatko
Eileen and Richard Westerman
Carol and Michael Wilk
Judy and Ronnie Yambra
Lynn and Jerry Yellen
Rebecca Gale
Kaki and Larry Buck
Robert Goldstein
Leslie and Malcolm Slatko
Frieda Halpin
Gaye and Dennis Halpin
A. Metz Kahn
Sheree and Barry Feldman
Jay Karkowsky
Pasadena Insurance Agency
Ivor Karpas
Karen and Buster Freedman
Allan Brian Korsakov
Margey Meyer
Sheryl Kotenbrink
Shirlee and Mark Rosenthal
Kenneth Leon Krasoff
Lynne Lipsitz
Jack Lapin
Jackie and Malcolm Mazow
Victor Shainock

Carol and Michael Wilk
Charlie Laviage
The Dennis Laviage Family
Foundation
Louis and Doris Laviage
The Dennis Laviage Family 		
Foundation
Ben T. “Buddy” Lewis
Hannah Klein
Robert Merson
Pam and Byron Capito
Milford Mitchell Myers
Victor Shainock
Carol and Michael Wilk
Nelly Nevik
James Nevik
Diane and Charles Newman
Denice and Marc Newman
Irina Ring
Carmen and James Crenshaw
Ani Vardananyan
Tommy Roosth
Ann Plantowsky
Lynn and Jerry Yellen
Sandy Sandler
Lynn and Jerry Yellen

Moses Schimmel
Rochelle and Alan Jacobson
Marcia Shainock
Marlene and Alan Finger
Dottie and Lawrence Kagan
Lynne Lipsitz
Jackie and Malcolm Mazow
Susan and Jeffrey Penn
Karen and Marty Skolnik
Louis Silverman
Diane and Ronnie Lepow
Lewis Stukalin
Joel and Lisa Bender
Debbie Sussman
Dennis Laviage
Marian Vegder
Susan Wolf
Sol Wachsberg
Barbara Schuleman
Carl Waldman
Karen and Buster Freedman
June Waldman
Jackie and Malcolm Mazow
Johnny Weintraub
Saline Weintraub

In Memoriam
Alice Abdo

Rose Hurwitz

Rejoice Abekoh

A.Metz Kahn

Beverly Beck

Sheryl Kotenbrink

Geraldine Bishop

Nelly Mann

Adela Calix

Arnold Rosenzweig*

Lilliana Torres Delcastillo

Irina Ring

Ruth Dubinoff

Rosamond Landry Shelley

Molly Brown Ferris

Laura Widom

Liliya Guzman

*The Medallion Resident

Helen Wunsch
Marilyn and David Arlen

SPEEDY RECOVERY TO

Jim Falick
Jackie and Malcolm Mazow

Mrs. Jacob Greenberg
Victor Shainock
Dodie Krakower
Kaki and Larry Buck

PLEASE CONSIDER DONATING FROM OUR SEVEN ACRES WISH LIST
 $7500 - Sponsorship of 1 issue of THE SENTINEL (4 issues/year)
*The Medallion Resident
 $6500 - Sponsorship of High Holiday Services
 $5000 - Sponsorship of Passover Seder
 $5000 - Resident Computer Service for 1 Year
 $4000 - Weekly Shabbat Flowers for tables in Resident dining rooms for 1 year
 $3600 - Monthly Birthday Parties for Residents for 1 year
 $2750 - Hand Spa & Manicure Sessions for 1 Year (bi-weekly)
 $1500 - Birthday Balloon/Card on Residents’ Birthdays for 1 Year
 $1500 - Resident Hanukah Gifts
 $1000 - Sponsorship of Purim Ball Program
 $1000 - Resident Supper Club Scholarships for 1 Year
 $1000 - 1 Special Activity Program - Musical Program, etc.
 $850 - Weekly Ice Cream Social for 1 Year
 $400 each - Flat Screen TV for Residents Rooms
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Kudos from our Families and Friends....
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Evelyn Reichenthal, continued from page 3
Evelyn has been a Shabbat volunteer for Seven Acres
for so many years she has stopped counting. She
remembers coming to Seven Acres on a shabbat
afternoon to visit three of her cousins who were
residents and was stopped by longtime volunteers
Bertie Hart and Gertie Denn who insisted she “come
on up and sing” with the residents. “I can’t sing, but
I’ve got chutzpah,” she says, so she joined them
and continues to volunteer with her daughter,
Ellen, every Saturday afternoon, singing and serving
refreshments to the residents.

Judy Yambra, continued from page 3
events such as the Purim Carnival, congregational
picnics and Renewing the Promise Torah scribing event
that celebrated the synagogue’s 120th anniversary. She
has been a volunteer in the synagogue gift shop for
many years.
As a volunteer with the Jewish Federation she cochaired the Israel@60 Parade as well as one of the
Collage luncheons.

Judy is retired from the family business where she was
the payroll manager. She has been married to her
Evelyn was married for fifty years to her husband, husband, Ronnie, for 45 years. Their children are Amy
Sidney, z”l, who established the business that her son, and Gage Mueller, Steven Yambra, Lauren and Jason
Max, runs today. Her children are Max and Susan Lourie and Lisa Yambra. They have five grandchildren.
Reichenthal, Sandy and Myron Friedman, and Ellen Judy’s mom, Betty Freedman, is also an active member
Reichenthal. She is a grandmother to six and has of the Jewish community and one of her most devoted
twelve great grandchildren who all live in Israel. “I am supporters. “I’ve truly loved all the volunteer work I’ve
so blessed, my kids all have such good hearts!”
ever done,” Judy proudly states. But none has been
more meaningful than what has benefited the residents
of Seven Acres!”

For more information on Roaring into the 20s and gala sponsorship opportunities
please visit our website at www.sevenacres.org or call 713-778-5781.

